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Tomorrow's Energy Policy? 

-> EU „Clean Energy Package“ 2018/19

• The transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy (RE) 
sources 

• requires motivating consumers (both individuals and SMEs) to 
change their consumption habits 

• so as to balance demand with a volatile energy supply 

• and to accept new technologies like smart meters. 

• Consumer co-ownership in RE – “Citizen Energy” – has proved 
successful in engaging consumers in financing RES, 

• thus becoming “prosumers” which in turn induced positive 
behavioural changes in energy consumption. 

• “Prosumer” models, however, are still not widely 
implemented across Europe (in particular in Central and 
Eastern Europe). 

• especially the participation of women and social groups vulnerable 
to fuel / energy poverty is uncommon.
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“Consumers at the Heart of the Energy Markets“ 

-> Slogan or programme?

Small revolution -> RED II & IEMD/R 

(RE -> electricity + energy)

RED II: “Equal Footing“ for Renewable Energy 
Communities
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Renewable vs. Citizen Energy communities

Relation of the RED II and the IEMD/R
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Consumer ownership in the recast of the Renewable

Energy Directive (RED II, Dec. 2018) -> transposition in 28 Member States 

of EU into national law until Aug. 2020

to promote & facilitate
- access of prosumership to all 

consumers, incl. low - income / 

vulnerable households

- access to financing of RE 

projects

- access to support schemes 

and all market segments

- incentives for prosumership to 

building owners and tenants

individually or

through aggregators 

MS shall provide 

enabling framework

are entitled to
- generate RE, incl. for  

own consumption, 

- store and sell excess 

electricity Production

- including via PPA, 

suppliers & P2P 

trading

- receiving market 

based remuneration 

Art. 22 “Renewable Energy 

Community“ a legal entity 

- based on open & voluntary participation, 

- autonomous, and controlled by 

shareholders or members 

- located in the proximity of the renewable 

energy projects 

- owned and developed by that community

Art. 21 “Renewable 

Self-consumer“ 
- a final customer that 

- generates renewable electricity 

- for its own consumption

- operating within its premises

(also SME if not primary 

commercial / professional activity) 

“Jointly acting 

Renewable Self-

Consumers“
- located in same building 

or multi-apartment block

- are allowed to arrange 

sharing of RE produced 

on their site / sites 

between themselves 

are entitled to
- generate,consume 

store and sell RE, 

incl. through PPA 

- share produced RE 

within community

- access all suitable 

energy markets 

directly / via 

aggregation 

MS shall provide 

enabling framework

to promote & facilitate
- access to RE community for all 

consumers, incl. low - income / 

vulnerable households

- public authorities setting up 

RE communties and to 

participate directly

- tools for access to financIng

- removing regulatory and 

administrative barriers
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Screenshot 2019-03-21 16.39.46

Challenges? 

The Example of the Bio-Energy Cluster 

in the SCORE pilot in Slupsk
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1. Energy/Electricity Sharing within Energy 
Communities (as long as the community owns two metering points)

2. New model for control & ownership (however not 
compulsory)

-> “effectively controlled” by local members > 51% (RED II & IEMD) 

-> “autonomous“ = cap for single shareholder of < 33% (RED II)

“Energy / Electricity sharing” (RED II & IEMD)

Energy Transition - RE 

Communities:

• Complementarity of different 
energy sources & load profiles

• Flexibility & Interconnectivity

• require Bi-Directionality of 
energy flows

Fossil & Nuclear Energy 

World:

• Large, centralized generation

• Unidirectional producer-
consumer duality
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Allocation of Benefits & Responsibilities 

• Ensure provision of critical functions

Reach Energy Efficiency Aims 

• Building Stock (public & private) / Demand Side Mgmt. (DSM)

Inclusion & Energy Justice

• Energy Efficiency = Behavioural Changes (no one left behind?)

Reciprocity of 3 Crucial Layers of New Energy Systems 

• Structure: Technical solution

• Governance: RED II (effective control / autonomy)

• Transaction: Business models (CSOPs / Coops)

What needs to be delivered?
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Challenge I: 

Activation of Co-Investors, Inclusion of Vulnerable 

Groups and Strategic Investors

Underrepresented groups:
• low-Income Citizens:

• single parents
• unemployed
• working poor

• women

• less educated

• young people

The average "Energy Citizen”:

• male
• technical affinity
• educated
• > 50 years
• > 2500 EUR monthly 

income

Typical local Co-Investors?

• Municipality
• Small-/Micro-

Enterprise
• Energy Cluster
• …

Typical Co-Investors?

• Plant engineer
• Energy supplier
• Distr. Syst. Operator
• ESCOs
• …
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Challenge II: Including Heterogeneous 

Co-Investors under the Roof of a REC

European energy law does not rule out private law citizens' or 
consumer-oriented initiatives other than RECs:

• Advancing RECs by tying benefits of “enabling framework” to compliance 
with the governance model is an Opt-in Mechanism;

• The number of RECs set up will depend on their ability to involve 
heterogenous co-investors

Conventional business models for consumer ownership as a rule 
do not allow for the combination of different types of co-
investors:

• To what extent does the RED II governance model for RECs actually meet 
the needs of practice?

• Can RE-CSOPs provide attractive conditions respecting both, the RED II 
prerequisites and the individual needs of different co-investors?

-> Trusteed models as the CSOP providing flexible low-threshold 
financing can play an important role in financing and forming REC
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Consumer Stock Ownership Plans (CSOPs) 

= extension of Coop model based on trusteeship
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Unique Selling Proposition of the CSOP I

Low-threshold investment, no individual liability 

& 2nd income source

• Access to capital credit by pooling individual investments in intermediary 
entity using leverage to scale up the investment; no expensive micro 
loans

Low entry and exit costs for consumers 

• Easy to transfer shares: only party of trusteeship agreement changes; no 
need for additional registration with register court or notary public.
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Unique Selling Proposition of the CSOP II

Protecting consumers while professionalising decision-making

• Streamlining decision-making via trusteeship, avoiding fragmentation of 

voting rights while protecting & advising consumer shareholders

• Trust agreement defines decisions voted by consumers & those 

delegated to trustee; day-to-day operations left to trustee (and other co-

investors)

• Simplified communication for co-investors (municipalities / SMEs): One 

interlocutor, one phone number; board representation guaranteed.

Investments are also attractive for co-investors

• Voting rights proportional to shareholding; fluctuation among consumer 

shareholders does not impact overall shareholder structure in CSOP-LLC
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Part I. Rationale for consumer      
ownership in renewable energies

Part II. Consumer (co-)ownership –
Conventional models and Consumer 
Stock Ownership Plans

Part III. Consumer (co-)ownership in 
renewable energies in 18 selected  
countries

Part IV. Summary of the results and their 
implications for policy-making
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18 Country Studies &

a comparative analysis

Palgrave/McMillan 2019 



Disclaimer

The SCORE project has received funding for a coordination and support
action from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 784960.

Any information and opinion presented during this talk reflects the view of
the consortium. EASME and the Commission are not responsible for any
use that may be made of the information it contains.

SCORE - Supporting Consumer co-Ownership in 

Renewable Energies - GA 784960


